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Following a turbulent start in 2018, the Indian equity market rebounded strongly in April and
outperformed regional peers. We believe the country is where the next best opportunity lies amid the
current market environment: growing uncertainties surrounding central bank policies, trade and
geopolitics have been clouding global equity markets and investors are finding a challenging time to price
in potential impacts. We believe India’s stock market is well positioned for a multiyear upcycle given:





Strong economic momentum on the back of improving domestic activities
Solid earnings, liquidity and valuation trends
Abundant bottom-up opportunities unleashed by structural reforms

Growth gathering pace and to remain strong

We believe the overhang of key reforms in demonetization and Goods and Services Tax (GST) rollout is behind us and India is well on track for higher growth. All indicators in the chart below are
pointing towards an upward trend. Indeed, India recorded real GDP growth of 7.2% year-on-year in
the fourth quarter of 2017, reclaiming its position as the world’s fastest growing major economy. In
particular, we believe private consumption, accounting for more than 60% of GDP, will register
strong growth and underpin sustained expansion in economic activities. We expect consumption in
the rural areas to remain buoyant, supported by higher expenditure pledged in the Union Budget for
FY19 on rural economy and the agricultural sector. Investment growth has rebounded since the
second half of 2017, and we expect it to recover further upon improving capacity utilization and
corporate balance sheets.
Chart 1: India’s growth recovery cycle

Source: Morgan Stanley. April 2018.
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Equity performance to be sustained by solid fundamentals

We believe Indian equities will be supported by solid fundamentals including:
•

Earnings: corporate earnings growth has been decent against the backdrop of improving
macroeconomic conditions. MSCI India companies (ex-financials) reported EPS growth of 10%
year-on-year in 3QFY18, recovering from flat expansion in the first half of FY18 and expected to
remain robust going into FY191.

•

Liquidity: domestic fund inflows remain the driver of liquidity year to date and outpaced foreign
inflows. We believe they will continue to be the dominating power going forward amid a secular
shift to financial assets by households from physical assets.

•

Valuation: Indian equities are currently trading at historical average, and we believe the
correction in early 2018 is a healthy development in the market, providing a good entry point to
long-term investors.

Attractive bottom-up opportunities arising from structural reforms

We believe the India market offers abundant attractive stock opportunities. We have been favouring
consumer-related and private financial stocks and turn incrementally positive towards industrials
and materials sectors given the improving outlook for investment growth. We believe they are well
positioned to capture further upside arising from structural reforms, in particular in the following
areas:
•

Financial inclusion: India has traditionally been a cash-dominated economy, and by promoting
Financial Inclusion, the government aims at bringing more population and businesses into the
formal banking sector. The scheme has been a huge success, with bank account openings almost
tripled in the past three years. We believe it will continue to gain traction with a sharp rise in
digital transactions, which will further drive consumption growth.

•

Financialisation of savings: India has witnessed a structural trend of households moving savings
towards financial assets from physical assets including property and gold. We believe it
represents a positive shift to more productive segments of the economy as versus holdings in
land and gold. We expect growth to be sticky under such a trend, which is beneficial to the
economy.

•

GST: we believe GST is a game-changing development in India that will help lower tax burden for
consumers and provide efficiency gains for corporates through reduction in trade barriers and
improvement in ease of doing business. It will also move India towards a “formal” economy by
migrating value to organised sectors from unorganised players through consolidation.

External risks likely weighing on short-term sentiments

We believe the future path of oil price and US interest rate hikes are important risk areas to monitor
given their impacts on inflation and currency outlook and policy direction by Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
We have noted some hawkish comments in the latest monetary policy committee (MPC) meeting leaning
towards withdrawal of accommodation due to upside risks to inflation resulting from rising oil price. The
pace of interest rate hikes in the US and strengthening dollar might also revive fears of capital outflows
and push the RBI towards faster-than-expected tightening. That said, we believe they represent
exogenous risks that will most likely lead to transitory fluctuations and won’t derail the long-term upward
trajectory.
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Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Research.
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